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It is of vital importance for restoration architects to 
acquaint themselves personally and in a practical way 
with traditional building materials, tools and methods. 
We are involved in teaching architectural students at the 
Department of Architecture at Aalto University about 
the research and restoration of traditional wooden 
structures. The teaching takes place through both lec-
ture courses and international restoration camps that 
we have been organising and directing since 2002. The 
camps are a joint course of the department chairs of 
History of Architecture and Wood Architecture. They 
are held at exemplar sites of vernacular building, where 
the buildings are situated in their original locations, and 
are particularly interesting in terms of both architecture 
and cultural history.

During the workcamps, the use of traditional tools 
and methods and the selection of appropriate wood for 
the restoration work are taught by means of lectures and 
exercises. In the restoration work the traditional build-
ing techniques as used in the original construction of the 
building are followed, and which have been ascertained 
during pre-studies and research on site. If the original 
structure cannot be authenticated with certainty, the 
problem is solved by discussing how the original build-
ers would have strived to carry out the work and what 
tools would have been available to them.

The most recent workcamp was held in late May 
2010 at the Lindalstorpet freeholding in Grue Finnskog, 

Norway. It gave us the opportunity to get an idea of the 
ways in which the building tradition of the so-called 
Forest Finns was transformed in the Norwegian con-
text. The arrangements for the workcamp were organ-
ised by Birger Nesholen from the Museum for Forest 
Finn Culture in Norway (Norsk Skogfinsk Museum). 
Financial support for the workcamp was received from 
Hedmark fylkeskommune and the Finnish-Norwegian 
Cultural Foundation. 

Lindalstorpet, located on a sloping hillside beneath 
a coniferous forest, was a charming site for the camp. 
Roosters, hens, geese and turkeys, who were not too 
afraid of axes, kept us company, and grazing horses also 
fitted the picture perfectly.

The old wooden house belonging to the Lindalstorpet 
farmstead has over the years undergone many changes. 
The large main room is a former smoke cabin, which 
means it was originally heated with a smoke oven. The 
present owners of the farmstead, Sissel Borg and Bent 
Terje Rønning, wished not only to restore the log frame 
of the house but also to reconstruct the smoke oven of 
the main room that would be used for heating. 

The restoration plans were made by us and approved 
by Birger Nesholen, who supervised the restoration 
works on site. Also carpenter Svein Grindermoen from 
the Norsk Skogfinsk Museum was an irreplaceable help 
during the camp. The restoration work process was doc-
umented step by step.

RESTORATION WORKCAMP IN GRUE FINNSKOG
Netta Böök, Marko Huttunen and Katja Savolainen

2. Workcamp lunches and coffee at Lindalstorpet were en-
joyed outdoors. / photo: KSS. 

1. Old and new: in the foreground, Maija Haapala on the 
site of the reparation of the chimneyless cabin (or so-called 
“smoke cabin”); in the background, the pole teepee struc-
tures belonging to the owner of Lindalstorpet and the site of a 
new building under construction. / photo: KSS. 
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3. John Vogt and Marko Huttunen use jacks to lift the top part 
of the building’s log frame during the replacement of the ceil-
ing beam. / photo: KSS. 

5. The ceiling was temporarily suspended from the roof pur-
lins during the replacement of the ceiling beam. / drawing: 
Ville Karhu. 

6. To enable the suspension of the ceiling, a supporting piece 
of wood was wedged between the roof purlins beneath the 
shingle roof. / drawing: Yulian Hadzhiev.

4. Due to the precise dimensioning and careful workmanship, 
the poles and the ceiling beam could be put in place at the first 
try. The other end of the tie beam hit the point of the window 
opening which was being infilled with logs. / photo: KSS. 
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Renewing the ceiling beam
One of the four ceiling beams had been damaged due 
to a roof leak, to the extent that it was in danger of col-
lapsing. Renewing the beam would have been simple to 
achieve by dismantling the ceiling. Consequently, how-
ever, the original roof filling and the existing layout of 
the ceiling planks would have been lost.

Instead of dismantling the ceiling planks, they were 
temporarily suspended from the roof purlins with 
threaded rods during the repair work (fig. 5,6). A copy 
of the removed ceiling beam was made from an air-
dried spruce log (fig.7,8) which was then slipped into 
place through a gap achieved by lifting the upper part 
of the log building frame (fig. 3,4).

New poles in the ceiling to replace missing ones
The poles in the ceiling of the cabin had disappeared, 
but their locations, number, shape and size could be as-
certained from the notches in the walls and from local 
building traditions.

The poles were made from recently cut spruce logs 
brought from the nearby forest. The logs were peeled 
of their bark and the log ends were shaped to fit into the 
notches in the walls. The pole aligned with the ridge is 
supported at each end on the gable walls, while one end 
of the transversal pole is supported on top of it.

Extensions to the ceiling planks
Due to the roof leak, the ends of the ceiling planks had 
decayed at the point where they meet the ceiling beam 
(fig. 9). The ceiling planks had hewn undersides and 
over time had become beautifully blackened by smoke. 
There was a wish to preserve the interior, and therefore 
it was decided to extend the planks by a process of in-
serting extensions.

The material for the extensions was obtained from the 
smoked ceiling planks which had been cut off to make 
an opening in the ceiling for the chimney flue above 
the oven. However the oven and chimney were later 
dismantled. The planks could now be used because the 
intention was to close off the opening with new full-
length ceiling planks. The planks were made follow-
ing the old model, and the idea was that they would be 
treated with smoke in a smoke sauna before being put 
in place.

The support structure in the ceiling, made during the 
workcamp, was clearly a museum expert-type of re-
pair solution. In regard to the amount of work put in, 
as well as its beauty, it is somewhat comparable to the 
Japanese wood and furniture joints. The builder of the 
smoke cabin would not have done such a thing in his 
time. More likely, he would have replaced the ceiling 
planks in their entirety. The repair work was planned to 
be invisible, and such that the ceiling construction can 
take the weight of a person. The joints were carried out 
in two different ways (fig. 10,11).

The ceiling hatch of the smoke cabin
The ceiling hatch area was closely examined (fig. 
12,13). On the basis of marks discovered on site, to-
gether with existing information, the original structure 
could be reconstructed in a credible manner. The re-
search proved fruitful. On the basis of small clues pro-
vided by the measured drawings, an overall picture of 
the ceiling hatch and the flue leading outwards from it 
could be ascertained. The ceiling hatch and the opening 
in the ceiling are preserved in their original state. The 
axe hewing marks on the ridge pole and the uppermost 
roof purlin give an indication of how the flue penetrat-
ed the roof. In the attic space, near the hatch, differ-

8. Aino Bäckman-Kukkonen shapes with 
an axe the end of the new ceiling beam. 
The old beam, lying nearby, provides a 
model. / photo: KSS. 

7. The dimensions of the new ceiling beam sup-
ported on the log frame.
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10. Fillet joint. In order to continue the ceiling planks, wedge-
shaped fillets familiar from door structures were used. The 
supporting structure above remained invisible. / photo: KSS. 

11. Dowel joint. The underside was kept intact for as long a 
length as possible. The parts were connected through wedge-
tipped dowels. / Illustration: Aino Bäckman-Kukkonen and 
Gavin Argo. 

12. Documentation drawing showing the ceiling hatch. / 
drawing: Maja Hodel.

13. Documentation drawing of the penetration of the flue 
through the roof and the flue collar made from split wood sap-
lings. / drawing: Maja Hodel.

9. The rotten ends of the ceiling planks prior to the repair, as 
seen from below. / photo: KSS. 
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ent parts of a flue collar made from split wood saplings 
were found, which turned out to be parts of the same 
one. The soot marks on the collar pieces, as well as their 
curvature, coincided with measurements taken from the 
structures as well as the presumed circular flue. Such 
a flue has often been made from a hollow tree trunk, 
but in Lindalstorpet the traces seem to refer to a pipe 
that would have been made from planks using a barrel-
making technique.
 
Patching the cabin logs
Wood rot was removed in two different locations from 
the log walls of the cabin: a roof leak had caused rot 
damage at the top of the north wall (fig. 14), and logs 
by the cooking stove of the oven had been damaged as 
a result of spilled cooking and washing water (fig. 15).

Neither damage was structurally significant for the 
log frame. Hence the chosen repair method was to re-
move the rotten wood and replace it with new pieces. 
The principle adopted was that the logs were to be 
patched following the same shape and appearance as 
they were originally, and that the patching pieces were 
to be joined in place with timber joints (fig. 18).

The wooden joint consisted of the log patches with 
chamfered ends, the scribings and wooden dowels with 
widened heads. The patches were made from air-dried 
pine, so that their moisture content and shrinkage would 
be similar to the existing logs.

Floor beams
The dilapitated floor of the cabin had been dismantled, 
as was the bottom layer of the log frame, due to the 
log repairs. The idea was to rebuild the floor using the 
same construction technique as previously, and then to 
replace the old floor boards in their original place. 

Removed from the cabin were the timber that had 
been stored or left lying there, the old floor beams, and a 
couple of cubic metres of soil. Thus the new floor joists 
could be placed low enough, and the under-floor space 
could be ventilated. Soil was removed very carefully 
from the corner where the oven had previously been 
situated so that all the remnants of the oven’s founda-
tion that were revealed could be analysed.

Before removing the old, badly damaged floor beams, 
their dimensions, location, method of construction and 
installation as well as wood type were documented. 
New floor beams and their foundation stones were 
made following the old model (fig. 16). The spruce logs 
for the beams were felled from the adjacent forest and 
the foundation was laid using rocks from under the floor 
and the nearby surroundings.

The foundation stones were laid as accurately as pos-
sible to the same height level using various small boul-
ders. The height level of the upper surface of the beams 
was achieved precisely by notching them slightly at the 
point where they touched the boulders (fig. 17).

14. The log frame was lifted slightly in order to repair the rot 
damage. / photo: KSS. 

15. Ville Karhu fits a wooden log patch to the damaged exist-
ing log wall. One can see on the wall where lime from the 
edge of the dismantled smoke oven has left a stain. / photo: 
KSS. 
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17. Anna Scheinin and Yuliyan Hadzhiev positioning the last 
floor beam in place at the correct height level. / photo: KSS.

18. The shape of the patches helps keep them in place, in addi-
tion to which just a single dowel is needed. The dowel tip has 
a wedge that stays in the wall. / drawing: Ville Karhu. 

16. The completed floor beam structure. / drawing: Yuliyan 
Hadzhiev.
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Narrowing the window opening
The window openings of the smoke cabin have been 
changed over time. The window opening in the gable 
wall had been widened to fit a wide modern window, 
and on the side of the cabin facing the forest a window 
had been made after the dismantling of the smoke oven. 
The latter opening was now closed up and the wide 
window openings were made narrower in order to fit 
a traditional window. The openings were filled in with 
short lengths of log that were secured to the existing log 
frame with the help of splines. The splines keep the log 
wall straight at the window opening (fig. 19).

The splines were shaped with an axe, using as a mod-
el the splines used for the other windows of the build-
ing – a type common in Norway, called “blindbeitski” – 
which have an M-shaped cross-section. Double splines 
were made following the same model, in order to attach 
the infill logs to the walls.

The edges of the window openings were straightened. 
M-shaped indents were made in the sides of the open-
ings in order to embed the splines, and in the top and 
bottom logs holes were chiselled for the ends of the 
splines.

The logs intended to fill in the window openings were 
hewn on both sides. They were dimensioned as close 
as possible to the same height as the existing wall logs, 
and then scribed and fitted on top of each other in a 
purpose-built support structure. After the pre-assembly, 
the ends of the logs were cut even and the M-shaped 
holes required by the splines were prepared.

After fitting the splines, the infill logs were put in 
place (fig. 20). The installation of the final log was 
made easier by lifting the log frame above the opening. 
Shorter splines were used in the window opening on the 
forest side of the building (where the opening was to be 

entirely closed up), and the infill pieces were slipped 
into place from above after installing the top log. In the 
filled-in side of the window opening that was to be nar-
rowed, a new spline was placed in the log wall facing 
the new window frame.

Moss was stuffed between the splines and infill logs 
(fig. 21).

The smoke oven “panken” (bench)
It was decided to reconstruct the demolished smoke 
oven on the basis of marks found in the wall logs and 
at the base of the oven and following the oven-building 
tradition of the area (fig. 23). Birger Nesholen helped us 
to understand the construction and use of the traditional 
Forest Finn smoke oven.

The hearth bench or so-called “panken” (Norwegian) 
or “pankko” (Finnish) of the traditional Forest Finn 
oven differs from its Finnish namesake. In Finland, 
“pankko” refers to a shelf-like space on top of the oven, 
whereas in Norway, on the other hand, the term refers 
to a lower work surface and bench to place items at the 
front of the oven. The “panken” was generally a log 
structure with a cross-jointed corner and connected to 
the log frame of the building. It was filled with stones, 
and sometimes it included an intermediate level sup-
ported by transverse logs, in which case fewer stones 
were needed. The horizontal surface of the “panken” 
was usually built from flat stones.

During the workcamp there was time to build the 
first three corner joints (fig. 22). Suitable air-dried pine 
logs were selected for the construction of the “panken”. 
These were hewn and scribed, and then joined together 
with dovetail joints.

It was decided that dovetail joints would be used 
throughout the reconstruction of the “panken” (fig. 24). 

19. On the restoration site splines were used not only to sup-
port the edges of the openings in the log frame but also when 
extending it. / drawing: Maja Hodel.

20. Robin Landsdorff and Lars Mattila lift into place the top 
piece of a log in the window opening of a gable wall, which 
was reduced in width in order to fit a traditional window. 
Sticking out from between the logs is the moss that is used as 
a seam filler. / photo: KSS. 
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21. The edges of the openings of the timber frame are sup-
ported with splines, called “beitski” in Norwegian. Before 
installing the splines, the grooves at the ends of the logs were 
stuffed with moss. / photo: KSS. 

22. Based on the available timber, the thinnest measurement 
of the dovetail neck was standardised to 60 mm. In the joint 
the lateral rises were 15 mm, and thus the diagonal rise was 
30 mm. The resulting joint resists well tension and the dimen-
sioning is logical. / photo: KSS. 

23. 24. The location of the smoke oven and the size of the 
“panken” were established on the basis of visible plaster 
marks on the walls, traces of the oven’s foundation stones and 
wood remains probably related to the “panken” found on the 
cabin floor. Help in tracing and interpreting the findings was 
provided by the Forest Finn smoke oven expert Birger Nes-
holen. / drawing: Daniela Grotenfelt and Pauliina Saarinen.

The dovetail joint technique, along with the locked short 
joint, have traditionally been used in the construction of 
Forest Finn smoke ovens. The old oven had completely 
vanished, so any traces of the jointing method could not 
be found.

For the construction work a separate assembly struc-
ture was built, so that the horizontal and vertical lines 
could be carefully aligned. 

Translations Gareth Griffiths, Kristina Kölhi, Netta 
Böök
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